
 
information letter newborn shoot March 2022

This letter contains all the information for the Newborn shoot
which I will come to your house.

The day of the shoot

- I will contact you around the due date, but you can also call or text me yourself. De-
  pending on how you are doing, we will schedule the shoot.
- Do you give birth earlier? Please let me know as soon as possible.
- The appointment will take place from day 6 to 14. Later is possible, but keep in mind
  that we often get more awake pictures. Plus: the baby is bigger and a little less flexible.
- Are you overdue? Then we schedule the shoot for those reasons between days 6 and 
  8.
- A shoot takes on average between 2 and 4 hours. It may take a while before the baby 
  is sleeping. We take our time and don’t rush.
- It is important that the father remains present throughout the whole shoot. Not just to 
  help me build the set, but also for assistance during the shoot to keep it safe. 
- I am usually there between 10 a.m. and 10.30 a.m.
- Upon entering I will ignore the child so that it can get used to me.

Silence please!

- To have a quiet and safe environment for the child and the shoot it is important that no 
  one else (children, family, cleaning staff, caregiver) is present. So please don’t sched-
  ule any appointments when I come.
- Is there still maternity care or do you get an extension? Please inform the maternity as-
  sistant about the newborn shoot. 
- I bring the styling in the colors that you filled in on the booking form to make sure it suits 
  your taste and preference.

Preparing the baby

- Making a bath in advance is always a good idea! Also make sure eyes and nails are 
  neat and clean. 
- It is easy if the baby has eaten before and then is awake for about 1.5 hours. Making a 
  bath first and giving the food afterwards is ideal.
- The child gets hungry earlier due to the heat during the shoot. This is completely nor-
  mal. There is always time and space for a (breast)feeding during the shoot!



 

- After the last feed before the shoot, please put on a diaper + bath cape instead of
  a romper or clothes. This way I do not have to wake the child when it is sleeping.
- At some settings it may be that I photograph the child as naked as possible. Of course 
  I cover the genitals.
- Have you chosen a sibling photo or parent photo? Please take care of clean and 
  preferably ironed clothes.

 - For sibling photos: a white (black, or other neutral color) dress or shirt with a jeans. 
  Multiple children? Then dress them as much as possible in the same color and jeans.
  - For parent photos: both white or black shirt or top with jeans. 

In any case, always choose neutral colors and NO prints and when possible no visible 
logos.

  Choose a room for the shoot

- I prefer a room with Northern Light where I can set up my set. For the shoot I will deter-
  mine where to work. We may need to do some furniture shifting.
- If you are already thinking about where in the house I will like to shoot: please heat the 
  room! Around 26 degrees is perfect for your baby. I also bring my heater with me.
- It is allowed to take one backstage photo. Keep taking pictures during the shoot is 
  strictly prohibited beacause of safety and copyright reasons.

Delivery of the photos

- You will receive the photos from me within 2 weeks after the appointment, unless oth-
  erwise agreed. If I’m not able to make it, I will let you know by mail.
- You will receive a gallery with 20 edited photos with watermark. From this you can 
  choose the photos you want to have in large format. The amount of photos you can   
  choose depends on the package.
- After the shoot you will receive the digital invoice.
- Have you received the gallery and do you want more than the package of your   
  choice? An upgrade is always possible. The prices can be found on my website, under 
  Packages.

Thanks for your confidence!I’m going to do my very best to give you unforgettable pic-
tures.
- A good review on Google is much appreciated and helps my business grow! :)


